Umbrella House Tour + Lido Shores Walking Tour

With Dr. Christopher Wilson  Architecture and Design Historian

Sunday, June 10, 2018    10:45 am to 12:45 pm
1300 Westway Drive, Sarasota, FL 34236

Enjoy an entertaining and informative walking tour of the Lido Shores neighborhood, a treasure-trove of Modern architecture. You'll see the exteriors of Sarasota School of Architecture residences from the 1950s to the present, illustrating the evolution of the movement over the decades. Understand "Designing for a Change" concepts such as the different architectural approaches to post 1980s FEMA regulations and the multiple ways to add onto a humble 1950s designed home. Plus, experience an exclusive tour of the interior of Paul Rudolph's Umbrella House, described as "One of the five most remarkable houses of the mid twentieth century" by Architectural Digest.

Guided by Dr. Christopher Wilson, architecture and design historian at Ringling College of Art + Design and SAF board chair, you'll view the award-winning works of architects Paul Rudolph, Edward "Tim" Seibert, Ralph and William Zimmerman, William Rupp, Don Chapell, Guy Peterson and Carl Abbott.

Please register in advance: saf-srq.org/events   Questions info@saf-srq.org, 941-364-2199

SAF is a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) organization that celebrates the Sarasota School of Architecture movement and advocates to preserve the midcentury modern structures that exemplify its forward-looking principles.